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Abstract—FPGAs are a popular target for applicationspecific accelerators because they lead to a good balance between flexibility and energy efficiency. However, FPGA lookup
tables introduce significant area and power overheads, making
it difficult to use FPGA devices in environments with tight cost
and power constraints. This is the case for datacenter servers,
where a modestly-sized FPGA cannot accommodate the large
number of diverse accelerators that datacenter applications
need.
This paper introduces DRAF, an architecture for bit-level
reconfigurable logic that uses DRAM subarrays to implement
dense lookup tables. DRAF overlaps DRAM operations like
bitline precharge and charge restoration with routing within
the reconfigurable routing fabric to minimize the impact
of DRAM latency. It also supports multiple configuration
contexts that can be used to quickly switch between different
accelerators with minimal latency. Overall, DRAF trades off
some of the performance of FPGAs for significant gains in area
and power. DRAF improves area density by 10x over FPGAs
and power consumption by more than 3x, enabling DRAF to
satisfy demanding applications within strict power and cost
constraints. While accelerators mapped to DRAF are 2-3x
slower than those in FPGAs, they still deliver a 13x speedup
and an 11x reduction in power consumption over a Xeon core
for a wide range of datacenter tasks, including analytics and
interactive services like speech recognition.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
The end of Dennard scaling is motivating the use of
application or domain specific accelerators as an energy
efficient way to improve performance [1]–[3]. For high
volume and relatively stable applications, it is cost effective to design accelerators using full-custom (ASIC)
techniques. For instance, all smartphone chips integrate
programmable cores with specialized accelerators for video
and image transcoding. For most other applications, it is
better to map the accelerators on a configurable substrate
like field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) to achieve a
balance between flexibility (programmability) and energy
efficiency [4], [5]. The flexibility and efficiency of FPGAs
have recently enabled a number of accelerators for datacenter applications, a domain where servers are shared between
multiple types of applications and key algorithms change
quite often [6]–[9].

FPGAs can realize arbitrary logic functions through the
use of lookup tables (LUTs) linked with an interconnect,
both of which are configurable at the bit-level [10]. Unfortunately, this approach has significant area and power
overheads, making it difficult to use FPGAs in constrained
environments. For example, datacenter servers are optimized
for total cost of ownership (TCO) and have tight budgets for
power consumption and cooling [11]. This makes it problematic to deploy large, power-hungry FPGA devices that have
sufficient logic capacity to support powerful accelerators for
multiple tasks and applications [6].
This paper presents a DRAM-based Reconfigurable Acceleration Fabric (DRAF), a substrate for bit-level reconfigurable logic that trades off some of the performance of
FPGA devices for major improvements in area efficiency
and power consumption. DRAF uses commodity DRAM
technology to implement dense LUTs with wide inputs and
outputs (e.g., 6 to 9-bit inputs, 2 to 4-bit outputs). Moreover,
each LUT can store multiple contexts, allowing for several
accelerator designs to be stored within a DRAF device.
Applications can switch between accelerators without the
overhead of reconfiguring an FPGA from off-chip memory.
While the use of DRAM technology provides density
and power efficiency, it also introduces significant latency
overheads compared to SRAM-based FPGAs. We carefully
engineer DRAF arrays and their timing to overlap the
DRAM latency with the latency of the interconnect fabric.
We also implement a timing scheme that avoids the loss of
design data due to the destructive nature of DRAM reads as
signals propagate through the reconfigurable fabric.
We compare DRAF to FPGA devices and programmable
cores across a wide set of accelerator designs for datacenter
workloads, including machine learning and analytics. An 8context DRAF array requires 19% lower area than a singlecontext FPGA array, which represents a 10x improvement
in area efficiency. DRAF consumes less than 1/3 of the
power of an FPGA array. For the accelerators examined,
the maximum power (TDP) of DRAF is 3.57 W, compared
to 15.89 W for an FPGA. While the clock frequency of
accelerators mapped to DRAF is 2-3x lower than when
mapped to FPGAs, DRAF is still able to achieve a 13x
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Figure 1. The FPGA array organization. Block sizes and numbers may
vary in each specific device.

average speedup at 11x lower power consumption over a
high-end, programmable core. Even if we assume ideal
multi-core scaling, DRAF provides a significant energy
advantage over programmable cores. Overall, these results
establish DRAF as an attractive and flexible acceleration
fabric in cost (area) and power constrained environments.
II. BACKGROUND
A. Reconfigurable Logic and FPGAs
By leveraging spatial programmability to target
application-specific optimizations, reconfigurable fabrics
can provide significant performance and energy efficiency
improvements over programmable cores. Moreover,
the post-fabrication reconfigurability greatly shortens
the long development time of ASIC hardware and
allows specialization for low volume applications. These
advantages make reconfigurable fabrics the most popular
target for accelerator designs for numerous domains,
including image processing, financial analysis, security,
bioengineering, and network processing [4].
FPGAs represent the most successful and widely used
reconfigurable fabric thus far. FPGAs use lookup tables
(LUTs) and flip-flops (FFs) as the basic primitives. A LUT
is a small memory unit that can realize an arbitrary combinational logic function by storing all potential output values.
Given a set of input bits as the address, the LUT returns the
corresponding output value. Modern FPGAs typically use
LUTs with 6-bit inputs and 1-bit outputs, with the ability
to be split (i.e., fracture) into multiple smaller ones, as
well as special support for carry logic. A LUT is usually
implemented with an SRAM array or with individual SRAM
cells and a multiplexer tree. The FFs allow for data retiming
and storage for sequential logic. Multiple LUTs and FFs
are grouped into configurable logic blocks (CLBs). Modern
FPGAs also have dedicated DSP blocks for multiplication
and other complex operations, and block RAMs (BRAMs)
for on-chip high-capacity data storage.
The different types of blocks in FPGAs are typically
organized in a 2D grid using the “island layout” shown in
Figure 1 [12]. The interconnect between blocks contains
wire segments (called tracks) with different lengths, and
configurable multiplexers and switch boxes (not shown in the

figure). The number of tracks is pre-set during fabrication,
usually on the order of several hundreds for moderate and
large FPGAs [12], [13]. By writing different configurations
into the SRAM cells that control the multiplexer select bits,
we can connect different sources (tracks or block output
ports) to a certain sink (the input port of a block or another
track). Note that the interconnect configuration in most
FPGAs is static, i.e., decided at synthesis time, and never
changes once loaded to the device [14], [15].
FPGAs in datacenters: FPGAs have recently been used
to accelerate datacenter applications [6]–[9]. This is a
challenging domain for FPGA use. First, it is difficult to
introduce an accelerator device that consumes more than 10
to 20 W in a server without significant rework of its power
provisioning and cooling design [6]. Second, datacenters are
optimized for total cost of ownership (TCO), which makes
it difficult to introduce expensive devices in each server.
Third, datacenter servers often host multiple applications,
each of which may need a separate accelerator. Finally,
many datacenter workloads require fairly large accelerators
that can consume a large number of FPGA primitives.
The first two requirements push towards the use of small
FPGAs that are cost and power efficient. The latter two
requirements push towards the use of large FPGAs that
can fit multiple, potentially large accelerators, without long
reconfiguration delays as different applications frequently
start and end on the server (high churn). One approach to
manage this tradeoff is to use a medium-sized FPGA in
each server with a separate, custom-designed interconnect
between FPGAs that allows requests from each server to be
served by several of these devices [6]. Our work aims to
build a new reconfigurable device that provides a significant
improvement in logic density and power consumption over
existing FPGAs, addressing the tradeoff directly. Multiple
such devices can still be linked together if needed.
Multi-context reconfigurable fabric: Multi-context FPGAs address the slow reconfiguration of switching between designs mapped on the fabric [16]–[18]. Each context supports the configuration for a separate accelerator
design. Multi-context FPGAs store multiple configurations
for LUTs and interconnect control on chip, and can rapidly
switch between them at runtime. This is similar to coarsegrained thread switching in multi-threaded processors that
can quickly switch between threads but at each point in time
only a single thread uses the processor resources. Tabula’s
3PLD is a recent commercial example of an FPGA with
multi-context support [18].
The primary disadvantage of multi-context FPGAs is the
space and time overheads of the additional configuration
storage. Previous multi-context proposals stored the configurations in separate backup memory units, either in a
per-LUT fashion [16] or together in a global configuration
memory [17]. This backup memory occupied significant area
that could be used to implement additional normal LUTs to
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B. DRAM Basics
DRAM is used as the main memory technology in most
computing systems. It offers high density (low cost per bit),
relatively low access latency, and infinite endurance. In a
typical memory system for DDRx DRAM, 8-16 memory
chips with a narrow interface are packed into a wide interface, DIMM module, and are accessed in lock-step [19].
The processor chip connects to DIMMs through memory
channels. Each channel is managed by an independent
controller and can host a small number of DIMMs.
For this work, it is important to understand the internals
of a single DRAM chip. The DRAF devices presented in
Section III and IV are implemented using DRAM technology, but used as FPGA devices connected to the processor
through a PCIe channel, not a memory channel. To maximize
access parallelism, the memory cells are organized into
multiple banks, as shown in Figure 2(a). Banks can operate
independently but share the central I/O interface. Each bank
is composed of smaller arrays called MATs. The width
and height of a MAT are typically 512 to 1024 cells. A
group of 8 to 16 MATs in a row, called the subarray,
shares the row decoding logic1 . The horizontal wordline
output of the row decoder is hierarchical [24], [25]. The
decoder directly drives only the master wordlines (routed in
metal layers), and the local wordline drivers between MATs
connect them to local wordlines (routed in gate poly) to the
access transistor of each DRAM cell. This greatly reduces
access latency; alternatively the load of a single wordline
would be too large for fast signal propagation. The vertical
bitlines are connected to the bitline sense amplifiers (BLSAs,
or sense-amps). From there, output data is routed to the
central chip I/O interface through local and global datalines.
DRAM subarray operation: A DRAM cell includes
a capacitor to store the bit value (0 or 1) and an access
transistor. The access is destructive and the cells need to be
recharged/discharged afterwards. Figure 2(b) shows the timing of a DRAM subarray read with the chip-level commands
and data bus states omitted [26], [27]. The decoded row
address drives the master and local wordlines in the subarray
which conduct the access transistors and allow DRAM cells
1 DRAM terminology varies with respect to MATs and subarrays. Our
terminology is consistent with [20], [21]. Others use subarray to refer to a
basic tile, i.e., the MAT [22], [23].
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increase the capacity for a single context instead. Moreover,
when switching between contexts, loading the configuration
from backup memory to the logic blocks introduced nonnegligible latency and power overheads. Since FPGAs have
been mostly used for single accelerator or control logic
design, multi-context FPGAs were largely abandoned by the
industry and research community. Nevertheless, the use of
FPGAs in shared datacenters makes multi-context FPGAs
an attractive approach once again.
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Figure 2.

Layout and access timing for DDRx DRAM.

to share their charge (if any) with the bitlines. The senseamps amplify the small voltage change in the bitlines to full
swing signals of VDD or 0. The charge sharing and sensing
together are called activating (ACT).
When the bitline voltage has been amplified sufficiently,
it is safe to read from the sense-amps without flipping their
values. The selected columns are connected to the local
datalines (I/O). In the background, the cell capacitors need to
be fully recharged/discharged to restore (RST) to the original
values. After the restoration, the cells are disconnected from
the bitlines. Now, the bitlines and sense-amps can prepare
for the next access by being precharged (PRE) to Vref . Note
that PRE does not need to follow right after RST. Under an
open-page policy we can keep the data in the sense-amps in
case the next access goes to the same row.
At the subarray level, the DRAM latencies depend heavily
on its size [26], [27]. For smaller MATs, the bitline capacitance is small, making sensing and precharging fast, hence
reducing the ACT and PRE latencies. The number of MATs
per subarray has a smaller impact on timing due to the
hierarchical wordline structure, but the local wordline drivers
consume non-negligible area compared to the typical MAT
size. At the chip level, the DRAM latency is also affected
by the various parameters of the central I/O block and the
command/data latencies of the memory channel.
C. Challenges for DRAM-Based FPGAs
The goal of this paper is to use DRAM subarrays to
implement a new reconfigurable fabric with high logic
density and low power consumption that also provides multicontext support. These features make this new fabric highly
suitable for a number of constrained applications, including
those hosted in shared datacenters.

Table I
C OMPARISON OF DRAF TO CONVENTIONAL FPGA S .
DRAF
DRAM-based
Long (ns)
Multi-bit
Very high
Multiple
Low
Low
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Input
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FPGA
SRAM-based
Short (sub-ns)
1-bit
Moderate
Single
Moderate
High
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LUT technology
LUT delay
LUT output width*
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Configurations
Power consumption
Cost
*: Without fracturing.
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The naı̈ve approach is to use the high-density DRAM
subarrays to replace the SRAM LUTs in FPGAs. However,
this simple substitution would run against several challenges.
First, DRAM has much higher access latency than SRAM.
Even for a single subarray without the chip-level delays,
the access latency is about 10 ns. Using a smaller subarray
can drop latency down to 2-3 ns, which is still 30x to
50x slower than a SRAM-based LUT [28]. Without careful
optimization, DRAM-based reconfigurable logic can hardly
provide any speedup over a programmable core. Second,
DRAM accesses are destructive and require explicit activate
and precharge operations. The timing of accesses to DRAMbased LUTs must be carefully managed to avoid destroying
the LUT contents while its inputs are still not stable.
Finally, DRAM subarrays are optimized for area and cost
efficiency. As a result, their capacity is fairly large (e.g.,
8 Mbits), and their inputs and outputs are wide (e.g., 17bit address and 64-bit data outputs). This is significantly
larger than the capacity and the number of input/output
bits of the typical FPGA LUT (6-bit input, 1-bit output).
If we simply present each DRAM subarray as a single 17bit input, 64-bit output LUT, most of these LUTs will be
greatly underutilized when mapping real-world accelerators
on them. Ideally, we want to use DRAM resources to support
LUTs with a smaller number of input (6-10) and output bits
(2-4), which can be highly utilized by most designs.
III. T HE DRAF A RCHITECTURE
DRAF leverages DRAM technology to implement a reconfigurable fabric with higher logic capacity and lower
power consumption than conventional FPGAs, such as the
Altera Stratix and Xilinx Virtex series [29], [30]. DRAF supports multiple contexts with fast context switching, enabling
lightweight device sharing across multiple accelerators for
one or more applications. Table I summarizes the key
features of DRAF. Since DRAF is optimized for low cost and
power consumption, we can introduce accelerators without
a significant increase in the overall TCO or power budget.
DRAF has several similarities to conventional FPGAs.
It uses LUTs to support programmable logic but implements them with DRAM subarrays (see Section III-A and
Section III-B). LUTs and flip-flops (FFs) are grouped into
configurable logic blocks (CLBs). DRAF uses DSP blocks
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Figure 3. The basic logic element (BLE) in DRAF. As a typical example,
the size of the LUT is 8-bit (6 + 2) input and 4-bit output, with 8 contexts.

for complex arithmetic operations, as well as BRAM blocks
for embedded memory implemented with DRAM instead of
SRAM (Section III-C). For simplicity, DRAF also uses the
common array layout shown in Figure 1. The interconnect
between logic blocks is a statically configured fabric similar
to those in FPGAs, but with low-cost time-multiplexing
support (Section III-D). The rest of this section focuses on
the design challenges specific to the use of DRAM and the
DRAF features that are different from conventional FPGAs.
A. The Basic Logic Element
Figure 3 shows the basic logic element (BLE) in DRAF
that includes a multi-context LUT, one or more FFs, and
auxiliary multiplexers. Similar to FPGAs, a CLB contains
multiple independent BLEs with local interconnect. The
DRAM subarray in the shaded portion of Figure 3 implements the LUT. The LUT inputs are fed as the row
and column address to the DRAM subarray and a memory
access produces the LUT output. The DRAF LUT has 610 input bits and 2-4 outputs bits, slightly wider than those
in a conventional FPGAs. The density of DRAM subarrays
allows a DRAF CLB to provide 10x logic capacity over an
FPGA CLB of the same area. We study in depth LUT sizing
in Section VI-A. The FFs in the BLE allow for the output
signals to be optionally registered (retimed) for subsequent
use in sequential logic. The different MATs in the subarray
provide the configuration storage for different contexts.
In conventional DRAM design, the column logic multiplexes the sense-amps to the subarray outputs. For instance,
this logic may pick the output of every 64th sense-amp.
To improve logic flexibility for our multi-output LUT, we
change the column logic to allow for each output bit to be
independently selected from the corresponding set of senseamps. In Figure 3 for example, the multiplexer for each of
the 4 output bits in one MAT uses a separate 2-bit control
signal. Each LUT output now uses a partially different set of
the input signals (different column address). The additional

flexibility enables higher LUT utilization while amortizing
the cost of the row decoder across all LUT outputs. It also
allows us to easily support fracturable LUTs in DRAF, i.e.,
dividing the LUT into two or more smaller LUTs.
Multi-context support: In conventional DRAM, we concurrently access all MATs in a DRAM subarray and read
a wide sequential output that is gradually transmitted offchip. For reconfigurable logic, such a wide LUT output is
practically useless, as we rarely need to calculate tens of
functions on the same set of inputs. Moreover, even though
we only care about 2-4 outputs from one MAT at a time,
activating and amplifying a row across all MATs (8 Kbits)
lead to substantial energy overheads.
To address these issues, we reduce the width of each MAT,
and further decouple the MAT access in the subarray to
limit each LUT to a single MAT access, which allows us
to implement fine-grained functions with 6-10 inputs and
2-4 outputs. We use the remaining MATs for multi-context
support. Each MAT implements the LUT for an independent
FPGA configuration. Each configuration can support a different accelerator design. The cost of each configuration is
sublinear as the MATs share the row decoding logic. All the
input and output ports are also shared among all contexts.
We leverage the commonly-used hierarchical wordline
structure of DRAM subarrays to implement the single MAT
access [24], [25]. We add an AND gate to each local
wordline driver to combine the master wordline signal with
the context enable signal decoded from a global context
counter (see Figure 3). This allows us to only activate and
precharge a single MAT corresponding to the currentlyselected context [23]. A context output MUX multiplexes
the selected context to the output port. Note that the context
output MUX is after the FFs. Storage logic, such as FFs,
cannot be shared and must be replicated for each context to
avoid one context overwriting other contexts’ data [17].
Compared to previous multi-context FPGAs [16]–[18], the
multi-context support in DRAF has several advantages. First,
the area overheads due to the AND gates are negligible as
hierarchical wordline structure is already used in DRAM.
Second, there is little dynamic power overhead as we only
access a single MAT. If some contexts are not used at all, we
can fully power gate them to avoid static leakage. Third, in
addition to storing all the contexts on chip, the configurations
are already loaded in the LUTs. Context switches are as fast
as a simple update to the context counter. The new context
will be ready to use in the next clock cycle. There is no
need to pause and load configurations from on-chip or offchip structures, introducing no downtime for the upper-level
applications. Hence, if we use multiple contexts to support
multiple accelerators for one or more applications, we can
quickly switch between accelerators on demand.
The multi-context BLE can also support inter-context
chaining (also known as “temporal pipelining” [31]), where
the BLE output for one context becomes the BLE input
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Timing diagram of DRAF LUT operations, where LUT-1
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for another context. This allows for accelerator designs
that exceed the capacity of a single context in a DRAF
array. To support inter-context chaining, we must add a
configurable crossbar between the LUT and FFs or make the
select signal of the context output MUX fully configurable.
Either approach introduces non-negligible area and energy
overheads. Inter-context chaining also requires support from
the CAD flow to properly split a design across contexts.
Our current DRAF design does not support inter-context
chaining; we leave the exploration of its implementation and
benefits to future work.
In summary, the DRAF BLE supports multi-context reconfigurable logic with very fast switching time, low power
overheads, and high area efficiency.
B. Timing Optimization
Accessing a DRAM subarray to read data or evaluate a
LUT function requires explicit precharge, activation, and
subsequent restoration due to the destructive nature of
DRAM accesses. This makes our DRAM-based LUT significantly slower than the conventional SRAM-based LUT.
We must also be careful with ordering events in the DRAMbased LUT. Specifically, each LUT must evaluate its function (i.e., activate its subarray) only after all its input signals
are valid (i.e., all previous LUTs have safely generated these
signals). This is not an issue with the SRAM-based LUTs
since SRAM reads are not destructive.
To manage timing and ordering constraints, DRAF divides
each user design cycle into multiple phases2 . We assign a
specific phase for the activation of each LUT in the design,
as shown in Figure 4. The phase of a LUT must be greater
than the phase of all LUTs producing its input signals. If
all the inputs are from registers (FFs), its phase is 0. We
delay the precharge needed for the next user cycle until
right before the next activation (similar to open-page policy)
2 A user cycle is the clock cycle at which the design mapped on DRAF
operates. It is an integer multiple of the internal clock cycle at which the
DRAM peripheral logic operates.

to ensure that the LUT outputs are valid for the remainder
of the current cycle. This is necessary if the inputs of a
LUT come from different phases. Each LUT has a simple
logic shared across all contexts that executes the fixed PREACT-RST sequence on its subarray according to the phase
configuration. No commands are transferred across the chip.
Given these constraints, DRAF LUTs can be chained to
evaluate arbitrary large logic functions in each user cycle.
The phase for each LUT is part of the configuration stored
in each LUT, and is statically assigned by CAD tools during
synthesis and mapping. The assignment can be combined
with the algorithm that finds the critical path. The number
of phases in the cycle is equal to the number of DRAF LUTs
on the critical path. Hence, to minimize the user clock cycle,
we should minimize the number of phases.
We hide the timing overheads of DRAM restoration and
precharging by overlapping them with the routing delay
within the DRAF array. Specifically, we overlap the restoration of a LUT that produces a signal, with the time for
precharging the destination LUT of this signal, and the time
for routing this signal between the two LUTs, as shown in
Figure 4. This three-way overlapping is possible because
the output of a LUT is preserved during restoration, and no
stable inputs are needed for a LUT during precharging.
Overlapping routing delay with DRAM timing overheads
is a critical optimization for DRAF. The raw access delay
of a DRAF LUT is 30x to 50x longer than the delay of a
SRAM LUT (see Section II-C). However, routing latency
is typically the dominant user cycle component in conventional FPGAs [32]. Hence, the overlapping allows DRAF’s
critical path delay to be only 2x to 4x longer than that
of conventional FPGAs. Hence, DRAF provides reasonable
performance while achieving significant improvements in
power consumption and density (see Section VI).
DRAM sense amplifiers as user registers: In the DRAF
BLE, we could potentially eliminate the separate FFs, which
are replicated for each context and introduce significant area
and energy overheads [17]. Instead, we could use the senseamps, which already latch the output data and maintain them
until the subarray is precharged in the next user cycle.
Using the sense-amps as user registers introduces two
timing constraints. First, the phase of a LUT that consumes
the registered data in the next user cycle must be smaller
than the phase of the LUT that produces the data. Otherwise,
the data will be lost due to precharge before the next LUT
consumes it. Second, all outputs of a LUT must be managed
with the same EN signals. In contrast, the separate FF for
each output can be managed independently. Since it is not
always feasible to fulfill these constraints, we opt to maintain
the separate FFs in DRAF, but use them selectively only
when needed. If these two constraints are met, we can bypass
the FFs and eliminate their power overheads. Note that,
for proper use of the sense-amps as user registers, we also
preserve the column address necessary to select the proper

subset of these bits in the subsequent user cycle.
DRAM refresh: Since cell capacitors leak, DRAM requires periodical refresh. We refresh all subarrays on a
DRAF chip concurrently using a shared row address counter
in each CLB and BRAM block. Concurrent refresh is already
practical in terms of power consumption in commodity
DRAM [33], [34] and much easier with DRAF as the
subarray is much smaller. All used contexts are refreshed
simultaneously, but we skip refreshing unused LUT contexts
and BRAM blocks. We discuss the thermal impact of refresh
in Section VI-C. Since we refresh all blocks in parallel and
subarrays are small (see Section VI-A), the time required
for refresh is no more than 256 ACT+PRE cycles. This
translates to roughly 1 µs refresh pause every 64 ms. This is
negligible overhead for both throughput and latency critical
applications in datacenters.
Refresh is coordinated by the DRAF device driver. During
refresh, the driver pauses operations on DRAF in a manner
similar to how one stalls a processor pipelines. The driver
does not provide new requests or inputs to the device and
ignores any output, as if the device is busy. Within the
device, the internal FFs hold the current data until refresh
finishes. Since all the registers are preserved, the states of
the system before and after refresh are identical. Note that if
a user register uses DRAM sense-amps as described before,
the data must be stored into the normal FFs before refresh
and restored after, handled by the device driver as extra
operations with the refresh commands.
C. Other Logic Blocks
In addition to CLBs that contain LUTs and FFs, the
DRAF array includes dedicated arithmetic blocks and embedded memory blocks. All the logic blocks in DRAF are
implemented in DRAM technology. Future designs could
utilize 3D integration technology to tightly integrate blocks
implemented in different processes.
The DSP blocks with dedicated multipliers support
efficient, wide-word multiplication operations commonlypresent in accelerator designs. We used a 25 × 18 multiplier
similar to the DSP48E1 slice in Virtex-6 FPGAs [28]. Since
DRAF uses DRAM technology, the multiplier blocks are
slower compared to those in conventional FPGAs. Nevertheless, the multiplier latency is not critical as the dominant
factor for DRAF performance is the LUT access latency.
The area overhead of multiplier blocks is low since they do
not need to be replicated across contexts.
Conventional FPGAs use SRAM arrays for memory
blocks. For DRAF, it is natural to use DRAM arrays to
implement high density memory. Their structure is similar
to DRAM-based LUT, but with different input and output
widths. We use 36 Kbit BRAM blocks with configurable
input and output widths to provide identical functionality to
the RAMB36E1 blocks in Virtex-6 FPGAs [28]. Due to the
larger capacity, the RAM block has slightly higher delay

than the DRAF LUT, but the gap is much smaller than that
for conventional FPGAs which can be more than 20x. Note
that, since RAM blocks provide data storage, we need to
share their capacity across all active contexts. Nevertheless,
we do not need to sacrifice a higher percentage of area for
RAM blocks in DRAF compared to conventional FPGAs.
First, DRAM cells have a much higher density than SRAM
cells. Second, we can minimize memory requirements by
carefully sharing buffer space between accelerators [35].
D. Interconnect Fabric
DRAF uses a fully static interconnect fabric as it is
the case with conventional FPGAs. Similarly to the logic
blocks, the interconnect supports multiple contexts. Since
the CLBs are DRAM-based and not particularly fast, it
is sufficient to use a simple and static, time-multiplexing
scheme to share the DRAF routing across contexts [14].
We replace each routing configuration bit in the connection
boxes and switches with multiple bits, one for each context,
using SRAM cells. Context switches activate the proper
configuration bits in the fabric.
Since DRAF LUTs support wider inputs and outputs than
FPGA LUTs, DRAF can pack more logic into each CLB and
result in fewer CLBs. This reduces the pressure on global
routing resources. Hence, the number of routing tracks
needed for DRAF is smaller than that in FPGAs, which
leads to further area savings as the interconnect accounts for
a significant portion of area in FPGAs (see Section VI-B).
Note that the DRAF time-multiplexed interconnect is
different from the proposed network-on-chip-based interconnects for FPGAs that use dynamic packet switching and
overlay networks [36], [37]. The configuration of the interconnect in DRAF is statically determined and loaded into
the fabric. There are no routing decisions during runtime.
The static approach leads to significant power savings over
packet-switched networks [15]. While there may be other
benefits from using NoC-based interconnects in DRAF, we
leave this topic to future work.
IV. S YSTEM D ESIGN WITH DRAF
A. DRAF Design Flow
Since DRAF has the same primitives (LUTs, FFs, multipliers, BRAMS) as modern FPGAs, its design flow is very
similar to that of FPGAs. Designers can develop accelerators
using a hardware description language, such as Verilog or
VHDL, or a high-level synthesis flow, such as the Xilinx
Vivado HLS and the Altera OpenCL SDK [38], [39]. The
CAD flow for these languages can process the design (code
elaborate, synthesize, pack, place, and route) and map it to
a DRAF device.
However, since DRAF differs in key architectural and
timing characteristics, CAD tools need to be tuned to
produce optimized designs for it. First, DRAF implements
LUTs with wider inputs and outputs. The packing algorithm

needs to pack more logic per LUT and to use the wider
inputs and outputs. Second, because the logic density of
DRAF is much higher than that of an FPGA, area is
not a scarce resource anymore. In contrast, latency is a
much more important commodity and should be the primary
focus of optimization. Nevertheless, routing delay is easier
to deal with as it overlaps with DRAM operations (see
Section III-B). Third, CAD tools need to ensure that all the
timing requirements of DRAF are satisfied after synthesis
and encode the additional information, such as the phase
for each LUT, into the configuration stream. As previously
mentioned, this algorithm is similar to critical path finding.
Finally, the CAD tools should be aware of the multi-context
features, which is described below.
In this study, we use open-source synthesis tools that
allow us to map Verilog-based designs to different reconfigurable fabrics [13], [40]. See Section V for the details.
B. Multi-context Operation
Similar to prior multi-context FPGAs [17], DRAF supports multiple operation modes. In the independent mode,
the different contexts are completely independent of each
other and implement separate accelerators for one or more
applications in the system. When an accelerator is needed,
it is enabled by updating the global context counter for the
CLBs and the DRAF interconnect. The desired accelerator
becomes instantly available to use. In this mode, a DRAF
device can be virtually viewed as multiple FPGA instances
that have no connection between them, but need to be used
in a time-shared fashion. The CAD tools can also synthesize
each context independently, and combine the configuration
streams before loading them into DRAF.
The only important issue about the independent mode
is BRAM space management between designs. If context
switches happen in a coarse-grained manner and no data
from the previous accelerator is left on the DRAF device,
each context can assume that it has access to all BRAM
resources. In contrast, if switches happen in a fine-grained
manner and multiple accelerators store data in the device
at any point in time, it is best to statically partition the
available space. This can be achieved by embedding the
context counter value in the higher bits of the address
ports. Since the interconnect is statically routed, there is no
security concern about one accelerator accessing the BRAMs
assigned to another design.
Alternatively, a DRAF design can operate in the partitioned mode, where a large design is split into multiple
partitions, each mapped to a different context (see intercontext chaining in Section III-A). The partitioned mode
is quite powerful but much more complex to manage. The
CAD tools need to automatically split the design into partitions and figure out the data flow between them. A runtime
scheduler is also required to switch between partitions when
signals flow from one partition to the next one. The Tabula
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Figure 5. Area and maximum power comparison of FPGA and DRAF
devices with different logic capacities for 45 nm and 22 nm technologies.

3PLD [18] is a commercial system that supports this mode.
The partitioned mode can be combined with the independent
mode. For instance, one large design may take 4 contexts
while four other designs use the remaining 4 contexts.
Even though inter-context chaining and the partitioned
mode are interesting, they are challenging to implement.
Therefore in this paper we mostly focus on the independent
mode and leave the partitioned mode to future work. As we
will see in Section IV-D, the independent mode provides
a shared fabric that can consolidate multiple accelerator
designs used by different applications.
C. Devices & System Integration
A DRAF device consists of CLBs, DSP blocks, and
BRAM blocks, as well as other peripheral and interface
components. Similar to conventional FPGAs, we can create
DRAF devices of various sizes. Figure 5 compares the area
and maximum power consumption of DRAF and FPGA
devices with different logic capacities measured in 6-LUT
equivalents for 45 nm technology and also scaled down to
22 nm. See Section V for the detailed methodology. For a
fixed logic capacity, DRAF devices provide a more than 10x
area improvement and roughly a 50x power consumption improvement (the logic capacity accounts for all eight contexts
in DRAF, but only one context can be used at a time). If
we target a cost effective device size of 75 mm2 at 45 nm,
an FPGA can pack roughly 200k LUTs (as is the case for
Virtex-6 FPGAs [28]). On the other hand, DRAF can store
more than 1.5 million LUTs, a logic capacity comparable
to that of the state-of-the-art Virtex-UltraScale+ FPGAs that
use the much more recent 16 nm technology [41]. The power
consumption advantage is also remarkable. While the FPGA
power can easily exceed 10 W, DRAF only consumes about
1 or 2 W at very high capacity.
The most straightforward way to integrate a DRAF device
into a computer is by directly connecting it to a multicore processor through a high performance I/O link like
PCIe. Alternatively, DRAF devices can be integrated to a
processor chip using 2.5D and 3D integration. The low
power consumption of DRAF is an advantage in this case,
as heat removal is a major challenge for 3D integration.

Moreover, DRAF devices can be 3D integrated with ordinary
memory chips to support near-data processing (NDP) [42].
Reconfigurable logic is a promising substrate for NDP logic
as it can provide the high processing throughput needed in
a 3D stack, while maintaining programmability [43], [44].
DRAF is a particularly promising candidate for the logic
layer of NDP stack. First, the high logic density allows
DRAF to offer adequate processing functionality within the
small logic die area to take the best advantage of the high
memory bandwidth and parallelism. Second, DRAF has
lower power consumption compared to traditional reconfigurable logic fabrics, thus can better satisfy the thermal
constraints in 3D stacking. Third, the low clock frequency
of DRAF due to longer LUT access latency is less critical
in an NDP scenario, since the data access latency from
DRAM dies is the major performance bottleneck. Processing
throughput is the key requirement and can be achieved
through high logic density and parallelism.
D. Using DRAF in Datacenter Servers
DRAF trades off some of the potential performance of
FPGAs to achieve high logic density, multiple contexts, and
low power consumption. These features make DRAF devices
appropriate for both mobile and server applications, where
one wants to introduce an FPGA device for acceleration
without significantly impacting the power budget, airflow
and cooling constraints of existing systems [45]. For mobile
devices, it is difficult to accommodate an accelerator that
consumes more than 0.1 to 1 W. For server systems, it is
difficult to accommodate an accelerator that consumes more
than 10 to 20 W [6], which is the typical power consumption
of many PCIe-based devices like NIC and SSD controllers.
The lower the power of a high density reconfigurable fabric
is, the easier it is to introduce in systems of all types.
In datacenters that host public and private clouds, servers
are routinely shared by multiple, diverse applications to
increase overall utilization. Different applications and different portions of each application (e.g., RPC communication vs. security vs. main algorithm) require different
accelerators. For example, a server may be shared by text
analytics and video decoding tasks [7]. Both can benefit from
application-specific accelerators. To serve a large number
of applications with a conventional FPGA, we either need
a large, expensive, and power-hungry FPGA that can fit
all accelerators or use a small FPGA and deal with the
latency of reconfiguration. The application downtime during
the FPGA’s reconfiguration is an additional vulnerability in
system resilience [6]. In contrast, DRAF provides a shared
fabric that supports multiple accelerators using different
contexts. The high logic density ensures that each individual
context has sufficient capacity for the different accelerator
designs. Switching between the designs has little overheads
in timing or energy. It also introduces no downtime since
the new context is instantly ready to use in the next cycle.
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bfs
fast
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gmm
harris
kmp
mergesort
spmv
stemmer
stencil
viterbi
blobmerge
editdist
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Source
MachSuite [46]
MachSuite [46]
MachSuite [46]
Vivado HLS [38]
MachSuite [46]
Sirius [7]
Vivado HLS [38]
MachSuite [46]
MachSuite [46]
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VTR [13]
V. Kundeti [47]
VTR [13]
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Domain
Cryptography
Neural network
Graph
Image/video
Dense linear algebra
Voice processing
Image/video
Text processing
Analytics utility
Sparse linear algebra
Text processing
Image/video
Voice processing
Image/video
Text processing
Soft core
Cryptography
Image/video

V. M ETHODOLOGY
Workloads: We evaluate DRAF as a reconfigurable fabric
for datacenter applications by selecting a wide set of accelerator designs from several benchmark suites, including
MachSuite [46], Sirius [7], Vivado HLS Video Library [38],
and VTR benchmark suite [13]. These designs, summarized
in Table II, capture a representative set of performancecritical kernels commonly used in large-scale production
services which are not currently publicly available [6]–[9].
Most of them apply arithmetically intensive algorithms on
streams of data and several of them include non-trivial
control flows. The first 13 benchmarks have corresponding
C/C++ implementations so we also evaluate their performance against CPUs in Section VI-C.
CAD tools: The benchmarks from [46] and [7] are
written in C/C++. We use Xilinx Vivado High-Level Synthesis (HLS) to generate Verilog implementation from the
C code [38]. To ensure that the generated designs are well
optimized, we tuned the HLS flow by applying HLS pragmas
and targeted the operations that are significantly different
between FPGAs and programmable cores (exp, log, and
sigmoid functions).
Once the Verilog code is available, we use Yosys 0.5 [40]
and Verilog-To-Routing (VTR) 7.0 [13] as our logic synthesis tool chain. Yosys provides support for Verilog-2005. We
use the same tools to synthesize, pack, place, and route the
accelerator designs on both conventional FPGA and DRAF
to ensure fairness. In addition to mapping the designs on reconfigurable architectures, VTR also reports design metrics,
including block utilization, critical path delay, and overall
area and power consumption, based on low-level component
models (discussed below). Related work has showed that
the maximum frequencies reported by VTR are about 2x
lower than highly-optimized commercial tools [13], [48].
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Figure 6. Impact of subarray structure on LUT area and latency: 6 to 9
input bits, 2 output bits, and 8 contexts.

Hence the DRAF results are conservative compared to the
programmable core baseline, but the relative performance
between DRAF and FPGA remains accurate.
System models: We assume a 45 nm technology process
for both baseline FPGA and DRAF. The FPGA is modeled
based on Xilinx Virtex-6 devices. We extract the timing
and area parameters for each block type from the device
datasheet [28] and public literature [32], [48]. Power numbers are extracted from Xilinx Power Estimator (XPE) [49].
For DRAF, we use CACTI-3DD [50] to model the
DRAM subarrays. CACTI-3DD models the actual physical
structures in commodity DRAM chips using hierarchical
wordlines and datalines spanning the array to optimize
area [23]. We exclude the global and local bus structures,
and only use the subarray model for DRAF LUT. We model
the other auxiliary components (FFs, MUXs) in the DRAF
BLE similarly to those in FPGAs [32], and rely on VTR for
the interconnect fabric modeling.
VI. E VALUATION
A. DRAF Design Exploration
As discussed in Section II-C, a key challenge for DRAF is
sizing the DRAM LUT, including the number of input/output
bits, the number of contexts, and the exact structure of the
DRAM subarray. Unlike conventional DRAM that optimizes
mostly for cost, a reconfigurable fabric should be optimized
for both performance and cost for its target applications.
We start by tuning the physical subarray in the LUT. Figure 6 shows the area and latency tradeoff when using DRAM
subarrays with different numbers of rows and columns. Due
to space constraints, we only show results for a LUT with
6 to 9 input bits, 2 output bits (fracturable to 4 bits),
and 8 contexts. The number of columns is automatically
determined when the numbers of inputs and rows are set.
For a fixed number of inputs, as the number of rows
increases, the row logic becomes larger while the column
logic area decreases. The smallest area is usually with 1- or
2-bit column address. Furthermore, as the number of rows
increases, the LUT delay (ACT plus the maximum of PRE
and RST, see Figure 4) increases dramatically, primarily due
to the dominant bitline latency. This suggests that we should
use no more than 128 rows for the LUT.
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Figure 7. Impact of context number on LUT area and latency. With 6 to
9 input bits, 2 output bits.
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Figure 8. Accelerator design area and critical path latency comparison for
different LUT input/output sizes with 8 contexts.

The area and latency impact of the number of contexts
(i.e., number of MATs in the subarray) is shown in Figure 7.
As the MATs share the row decoder, having more MATs
amortizes the large row logic area, resulting in smaller area
per context. With more than 8 contexts, the area savings
flatten as the MAT area itself dominates. On the other hand,
the delay increase is insignificant, as the local wordline
drivers isolate the MATs from the master wordline [24], [25].
The 9-input LUT exhibits higher delays because it uses 128
rows while other LUT sizes can use 64 rows (see Figure 6).
Overall, 8 to 16 contexts is a good compromise between
area efficiency and performance of each context.
Finally, we determine the number of LUT input/output
bits. Larger LUTs use larger subarrays which have better
area efficiency, but their latencies are longer. Moreover,
accelerator designs may not be able to fully utilize all
input/output bits of larger LUTs, wasting area. Figure 8
shows the total area and critical path latency for each accelerator design, as well as their arithmetic means, when using
different LUT input/output sizes. For area, small designs
hardly benefit from the larger LUT size so the number
of LUTs needed remains the same, causing the total area
to increase. Large designs exhibit slight area savings with
larger LUTs. The critical path delays increase for all circuits
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when the LUT size increases, mainly due to the use of a
larger DRAM subarray. Overall, 7 to 8 inputs with 1 or 2
outputs represent a sweet spot. Unless otherwise specified,
in the rest of the paper, we evaluate DRAF with 7-input, 2output LUTs (fracturable to 4-bit outputs), and 8 contexts.
This requires a 2048-bit DRAM subarray for each LUT.
It is worth noting that even though the designs we map to
DRAF generally use coarse-grained arithmetic operations,
the wider LUT outputs have minimal benefits. This is likely
because the current packing algorithm in VTR is not efficient
with wide data types. Improving the CAD flow may motivate
larger LUTs for DRAF, further improving efficiency.
B. DRAF vs. FPGA
Using the 7-input, 2-output, 8-context LUT for DRAF,
we now compare its overall area, performance, and power
consumption for all accelerator designs against FPGA. We
assume the same ratio of DSP blocks and BRAM blocks
in FPGA and DRAF, which are similar to the numbers
used in Virtex-6 FPGAs [28]. We map each accelerator to
just one of the 8 available contexts in DRAF, and leave
the other 7 contexts unused. While unused, the other 7
contexts still contribute to the area, consume leakage power,
and introduce a slight access latency penalty in the DRAF
LUT. The number of routing tracks used in the arrays is
the minimum needed, plus 30% margin which reduces the
routing pressure for a better critical path delay [13]. As
discussed in Section III-D, the number of routing tracks
needed for DRAF is smaller, and for our benchmarks DRAF
only requires about half of the tracks of an FPGA.
Figure 9 shows the normalized minimum bounding box
area for each benchmark on the two arrays. On average, the
area of DRAF is 19% less than that of the FPGA. Note that
this means that an 8-context DRAM fabric occupies slightly
less area than a single-context FPGA. For the same silicon
cost, DRAF can pack 8 designs within the area budget of
a single design for an FPGA. This cost advantage makes
DRAF a promising shared fabric for accelerator designs.
To compare performance, we show in Figure 10 the
synthesized minimum clock period for each accelerator on
the FPGA and DRAF. Since the same Verilog design is
mapped to both fabrics, the clock period ratio is the ratio
of throughput and latency of the accelerator using the two
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fabrics. Due to the slow DRAM cell access, DRAF has a
2.74x slower clock frequency than FPGA on average. This
slowdown limits the performance gain for DRAF, but as we
will see in Section VI-C, DRAF can still provide more than
13x speedup over programmable processors. Benchmark #6
(gmm) has a particularly long critical path in both FPGA
and DRAF, because it requires log and exp operations [7],
which VTR currently does not support in the DSP blocks.
Finally, we compare the power consumption of FPGA and
DRAF arrays in Figure 11. The FPGA power is dominated
by the routing fabric, especially for large designs. DRAF
not only reduces the power consumption of logic blocks
by using more efficient larger DRAM subarrays as LUTs,
but also saves routing power as it requires fewer routing
tracks due to denser packing. DRAF’s power consumption
is only 31% of the FPGA on average. Combined with the
performance results, the energy of DRAF is 15% lower than
that of an FPGA. Overall, compared to FPGA, DRAF trades
off a factor of 2-3x in performance for a 10x improvement
in cost (area) and a 3x improvement in power consumption.
C. System Comparison
The fact that DRAF provides power and cost advantages
over an FPGA fabric is only significant if it can also provide
acceleration over programmable cores. To establish that,
we compare the FPGA and DRAF accelerator designs to
optimized code running on a single- or multi-core system.
We use the C/C++ programs in MachSuite and Sirius and
the corresponding OpenCV implementation of the video
algorithms for Vivado HLS Video Library. This allows a
comparison using the first 13 accelerators in Table II. We
run these programs on a single core of a 2.3 GHz Intel Xeon
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Figure 12.
Performance comparison between single-core, multi-core,
FPGA, and DRAF.

E5-2630 processor. We optimistically assume that a 4-core
implementation would achieve perfect speedup of 4 over the
single core results by exploiting request-level parallelism
in datacenter workloads. The die area for the FPGA and
DRAF devices is assumed to be 75 mm2 , and we fit as
many instances of the accelerators as the area allows us to.
Figure 12 compares performance between the four platforms. Both the FPGA and DRAF outperform a single core
for all accelerator tasks. The average speedup for the FPGA
is 37.13x and for DRAF is 13.45x. #7 harris shows drastic
speedup (676x for FPGA and 374x for DRAF) due to the
efficient use of hardware line buffers for the image kernels.
Even if we assume perfect speedup with 4 cores, FPGA
and DRAF still exhibit significant improvements (9.28x for
FPGA and 3.36 for DRAF). DRAF is outperformed by
the 4-core design for two accelerators: #6 (gmm) is 1.68x
slower due to the use of exp and log (see Figure 10); #9
(mergesort) is only 8% slower since the in-place sorting is
bounded by the number of BRAM memory ports.
To understand how power consumption compares across
platforms, we estimate the maximum power consumption for
an FPGA and a DRAF device with 75 mm2 die size. We
assume full resource utilization for both devices. The FPGA
clock frequency is set to 400 MHz and 135 MHz for DRAF.
Under these conditions, the FPGA power consumption is
15.89 W, while DRAF consumes just 3.57 W. The normalcase operation power is even smaller. For instance, with the
benchmarks above, the average FPGA power is 2.16 W and
DRAF power is 0.63 W. Hence, DRAF-based accelerators
of various sizes can be easily added to servers without
significantly affecting their power budgets. In comparison, a
single core in a Xeon-class server chip normally consumes
7 to 10 W with TDP as high as 15 W [51], and a 4-core
solution would consume 4 times more.
In terms of thermal issues, DRAF’s power consumption
is higher than that of conventional DRAM chips, which is
usually about 0.5 W (based on IDD7 ). This can potentially
increase the die temperature, and may require higher refresh
rate for DRAM arrays. However, just as in the case of
FPGAs, we can apply an active heat sink to help keep
the temperature within 85 ◦ C. XPE suggests even with the
maximum traditional FPGA power density a normal fan can

maintain the temperature at 72 ◦ C [49], thus a low-end fan
is sufficient for DRAF, given its much lower power.
VII. R ELATED W ORK
FPGAs as datacenter accelerators: FPGAs are becoming popular as accelerators for important online and analytics
services. Microsoft designed large-scale, reconfigurable fabric where each application can use FPGAs across multiple
servers connected using dedicated interconnect [6]. This
platform has been used thus far to accelerate websearch
and deep neural network processing [52]. Baidu proposed
an FPGA-based accelerator for large-scale deep neural networks [9]. IBM recently developed a reconfigurable platform
for fast text analytics [8]. Convey and Micron used their
hybrid threading toolset to accelerate image processing and
memcached with FPGAs [53]. In addition to industrial
designs, numerous FPGA-based accelerators for datacenter
workloads have been proposed by research efforts [7], [47],
[54], [55]. DRAF offers a high density (low cost), low power,
reconfigurable fabric for such datacenter accelerators.
Enhancing FPGA reconfigurability: Several techniques
have been proposed to enhance FPGAs, including coarsegrained blocks like DSP units which are already in use.
Coarse-Grained Reconfigurable Arrays (CGRAs) deviate
from bit-level reconfigurability and use a large number of
wide functional units as their basic elements [56]–[59].
CGRAs provide good efficiency for analytics applications
that mostly perform wide arithmetic operations. The current
design for DRAF focuses on fine-grained programmability
to cover a wider set of workloads.
Among prior multi-context FPGAs [16]–[18], DPGA used
DRAM technology but only as the backup configuration
storage [16]. In contrast, DRAF uses DRAM subarrays
directly as LUTs, avoiding the energy and latency overheads
of switching contexts. DPGA also used 3T DRAM cells and
smaller DRAM arrays, while DRAF uses the 1T cells and
dense subarrays common in commercial DRAM.
As FPGAs grow in size, the interconnect complexity
increases significantly. Dynamic packet-switched and timemultiplexing routing protocols have been explored to replace
the fully-static routing schemes in modern FPGAs [14], [15],
[36], [37]. While dynamic routing leads to modest area
savings, it introduces high latency and power overheads and
requires complicated scheduling algorithms. DRAF provides
significant area and power savings at the device level. Hence
the routing complexity of DRAF devices is similar to a
moderate sized FPGAs; dynamic routing is not necessary.
The closest proposal to DRAF is the Micron’s Automata
Processor (AP) [60]. AP uses DRAM technology to realize
a reconfigurable architecture, but does so quite differently
from DRAF. First, AP has a different and limited programming model, where applications must be expressed as an instance of automata processing, which is difficult for general
algorithms. Second, AP is state-machine-oriented; while this

is extremely efficient for large-scale state-machines, such as
regular expressions [60], the general logic required for many
of the applications we consider is difficult. AP also does not
provide multi-context support, lowering the capabilities of
the device in terms of reconfiguration.
DRAM optimizations: There is significant work on improving the latency, throughput, area, and energy of DRAM.
The hierarchical array structures have been historically
employed in DRAM chips to reduce access latency [24],
[25], and were recently leveraged to also reduce energy
consumption for multi-core applications [23]. The subarray
size introduces a well-known tradeoff between latency and
area. CHARM [26] and tiered-latency DRAM [27] leveraged
heterogeneity to provide different sizes of subarrays in the
same DRAM chip to achieve the best of both worlds. Others
have also modified the subarray organization to expose
subarray-level parallelism (SALP) and increase throughput [20]. DRAF builds upon these techniques to implement
an efficient LUT with DRAM. Our focus in DRAM engineering is mostly on delay and power consumption, instead
of area, which leads us to slightly different design decisions.
Processing-In-Memory or Near-Data Processing: PIM
and NDP proposed integrating processing logic and DRAM
arrays in the same silicon die [43], [61]–[63] or through
3D stacking [44], [64]–[66]. Some of these proposals used
reconfigurable logic [43], [44]. However, DRAM was exclusively used for data storage. In DRAF, DRAM arrays are the
processing elements. We refer to this pattern as ProcessingUsing-Memory in contrast to PIM and NDP.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
This paper proposed DRAF, a bit-level reconfigurable fabric based on dense DRAM subarrays. DRAF trades off some
of the performance of an FPGA for significant improvements
in area density and power consumption. It also provides
support for multiple contexts, allowing multiple applications
and tasks to share a DRAF device for multiple accelerators
without significant context switch overheads. We demonstrate that DRAF provides a 10x area density and a 3.2x
power improvement over FPGA. A modestly-sized DRAF
device in terms of area and power provides a 13x speedup
and a 11x power improvement over a programmable core for
acceleration tasks common to datacenter workloads. These
features make DRAF a great reconfigurable substrate for
acceleration for power and cost constrained environments,
where a large number of accelerators may be necessary
across a wide range of workloads.
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